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Emergency Bag
Emergency bag in high quality containing equipment for rapid rasponse

Lotek A/S offers an emergency 

bag containing equipment for ra-

pid response when the seconds 

are crucial.

High and practical quality

The emergency bag is manufac-

tured in durable and dirt-repel-

lent material, which ensures easy 

cleaning after use. The bag can 

be quickly transported to the 

injury site, either in one of the 

handles or as a backpack.

Gathers necessary equipment

The emergency bag gathers the 

necessary first aid equipment and 

ensure that you carry everything 

with you to the emergency. The 

bag is suitable for larger compa-

nies with their own Samariter 

or fire departments. In addition 

the bag is suitable for first aid 

guards, security guards, fire and 

rescue vehicles, sailing and sports 

clubs, swimming pools etc. 

Personalization of the bag

There is ample opportunity for 

adjusting the content of your 

bag depending on local conditi-

ons; neck collar, bandage produ-

cts, burns treatment, spanning 

for stretchers, oxygen- and blood 

pressure gauges etc.

 

Lotek provides three standard 

versions of the emergency bag. 

See reverse side for list of con-

tents.

Lotek A/S provides three different 
content packages for the emergency 
bag. However, there is room for more 
content as needed. Type II also con-
tains a Samaritan PAD debibrillator 
and accessories (see below). Type III 
is particularly suited for shipping and 
meets the Danish Maritime Authori-
ties suggestions for content in emer-
gency bags.
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Emergency Bag
Type I 

Prod. No.: 44600039

Content:

2.5 ltr Oxygen cylinder 

Reducing Valve with gauge 

Oxygen tubing 

Oxygen goggles with hose 

Oxygen mask with reservoir bag 

Spencer pocket mask with oxygen connection 

Oxygen Catheter with foam 

Scissors

Hand Suction V-Vac 500ml. 

Additional containers for suction 500ml. 

Disposable gloves 

Aluminum foil

Type II

Prod. No.: 44600040

Content:

As type I, and:

Samaritan PAD defibrillator

Disposable Razor

Foam Wash Cloths 

Extra battery/pads

Type III (Marine)

Prod. No.: 44600041




